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"A sweet and simple story about a cat that discovers the
enduring meaning of love in her relationship with the moon
that remains deep in her heart, even when that very same
moon is hidden from her view." - Patrice Karst bestselling
author of THE INVISIBLE STRING "Poignant, charming,
utterly captivating. Children will fall in love with Cromwell the
cat and her bond with the moon. Jennifer Lea Reynolds has
written what ought to become a classic in children's
literature." - Edward (Ned) Hallowell, M.D., board-certified
child, adult psychiatrist and thought leader who founded the
Hallowell Centers
A Newbery Honor WinnerA New York Times Bestseller This
stunning fantasy inspired by Chinese folklore is a companion
novel to Starry River of the Sky and the New York Times
bestselling and National Book Award finalist When the Sea
Turned to Silver In the valley of Fruitless mountain, a young
girl named Minli lives in a ramshackle hut with her parents. In
the evenings, her father regales her with old folktales of the
Jade Dragon and the Old Man on the Moon, who knows the
answers to all of life's questions. Inspired by these stories,
Minli sets off on an extraordinary journey to find the Old Man
on the Moon to ask him how she can change her family's
fortune. She encounters an assorted cast of characters and
magical creatures along the way, including a dragon who
accompanies her on her quest for the ultimate answer. Grace
Lin, author of the beloved Year of the Dog and Year of the
Rat returns with a wondrous story of adventure, faith, and
friendship. A fantasy crossed with Chinese folklore, Where
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the Mountain Meets the Moon is a timeless story reminiscent
of The Wizard of Oz and Kelly Barnhill's The Girl Who Drank
the Moon. Her beautiful illustrations, printed in full-color,
accompany the text throughout. Once again, she has created
a charming, engaging book for young readers.
From the illustrator of the #1 smash hit The Day the Crayons
Quit comes a story about wishing, persevering, and reaching
for the stars. Once there was a boy, and that boy loved stars
very much. So much so that he decided to catch one of his
very own. But how? Waiting for them to grow tired from being
up in the sky all night doesn't work. Climbing to the top of the
tallest tree? No, not tall enough. The boy has a rocket ship . .
. but it is made of paper and doesn't fly well at all. Finally, just
when the boy is ready to give up, he learns that sometimes
things aren't where, or what, we expect them to be. Oliver
Jeffers offers a simple, childlike tale of reaching for the stars,
and emerging with a friend.
"Catch me the moon," cries Madeline. "Okay," says Poppa.
He makes her a "moon box." But when she looks inside, the
moon is never there. So Poppa finds a bigger box. And then
one night, it happens...
This poetic picture book explores seven marvelous ways of
catching the moon. Equipped with a butterfly net, a little girl
tries hitching with a witch, riding on a dragon's back, and
floating in a hot-air balloon, until finally the moon is
discovered.
A sleepless bear hides the moon, much to the displeasure of
his forest animal friends who miss dancing under its light.
Can you help the little monkey to catch the moon?Fully
illustrated Book, for ages 0-8 "Catch The Moon" tells the story
of a little monkey that doesn't want to go to bed. Instead he
decides to catch the moon. Will he succeed?Author Efrat
Haddi is taking young children on a journey with the little
monkey as he finds a way to catch the moon. This wellPage 2/13
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written and inspiring story, delivers bedtime fun
complemented by vibrant, delightful illustrations This story
may be ideal for reading to your kids at bedtime and
enjoyable for the whole family as well! It is suitable as a read
aloud book for preschoolers or a self-read book for older
children. Grandparents will definitely enjoy reading this book
to their grandchildren.
Dinosaurs... on the Moon? Everyone knows the story of the
dinosaurs. Or is there more to the story that has been kept a
secret for millions of years?! Tank the T-Rex is a young,
sassy, and loveable dinosaur that is ready to share with you
the secret story that nobody knows. A story about dinosaurs
and what exactly happened after the "big event" that made
them leave planet Earth. Tank was born and raised in this
new land among other dinosaurs. He is happy to make some
new friends when he goes to school, but will he ever get used
to wearing that huge space helmet? A light hearted and funny
tale about a modern day dinosaur who learns about adapting
to change in a scary new world. Perfect for kids of all ages! A
fun read for students to relate to during virtual learning,
homeschooling, and the new normal of wearing face masks
during school.

What a night! The moon is full. Kitten is hungry and
inquisitive and brave and fast and persistent and
unlucky . . . then lucky! What a night!
Twelve-year-old Abilene Tucker is the daughter of a
drifter who, in the summer of 1936, sends her to stay
with an old friend in Manifest, Kansas, where he
grew up, and where she hopes to find out some
things about his past.
Simia, a young monkey, wants to grab any pretty
thing she sees, but from experience she discovers
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that this is not always a good idea.
On a winter's night under a full moon, a father and
daughter trek into the woods to see the Great
Horned Owl.
Dolphins swim and play with their friends in the
moonlight.
Judith Ortiz Cofer's Pura Belpré award-winning
collection of short stories about life in the barrio! Rita
is exiled to Puerto Rico for a summer with her
grandparents after her parents catch her with a boy.
Luis sits atop a six-foot mountain of hubcaps in his
father's junkyard, working off a sentence for breaking
and entering. Sandra tries to reconcile her looks to
the conventional Latino notion of beauty. And Arturo,
different from his macho classmates, fantasizes
about escaping his community. They are the
teenagers of the barrio -- and this is their world.
If you were the moon, what would you do? You'd
spin like a twilight ballerina and play dodgeball with
space rocks! Find out more in this lyrical list poem
accompanied by stunning illustrations.
The cat wants a dish of cream, the rat would like a
whole blue cheese, Gran needs a silken pillow for
her poor old head and the boy just wishes for a silver
penny. Then one dark night they look up and see a
white round moon. They each think their dream has
come true.
The Moon is beautiful to look at in the night sky, and it
also plays an important part in the cycle of life on Earth.
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And maybe someday the Moon will be a place people
call home.
The Moon Shines Down by Margaret Wise Brown
Illustrated by Linda Bleck Forgotten for decades in a
dusty, tucked-away trunk, The Moon Shines Down brings
to life once more the unmistakable voice of Margaret
Wise Brown. This soon-to-be classic allows a whole new
generation of children to discover, cherish, and enjoy the
artistry of this beloved author. Never before published,
The Moon Shines Down on children all over the world
from right next door to across the sea, from where “a
Dutch boy dreams” and “cowbells ring” to “across the
sea in the Far, Far East”, through the familiar prayer: I
see the Moon And the Moon sees me. God bless the
Moon, And God bless me. Margaret Wise Brown
(1910–1952) was a pioneer of children’s literature,
choosing to write the stories that children wanted to
hear—rather than those that grown-ups wanted to tell.
She is best known for her now classic Good Night Moon
and Runaway Bunny, which remain among the world’s
best-selling children’s books. Margaret was a prolific
writer, and, at the peak of her career, she had over 100
books in print. Her untimely death left numerous
manuscripts and ideas behind in various stages of
completion. After a time, these were tucked away in a
cedar trunk and largely forgotten. It is from this forgotten
trunk that The Moon Shines Down was rescued.
Illustrator Linda Bleck began her artistic career as a
child, drawing on rolls of old blueprint paper supplied by
her architect father. Later, she helped her mother, a
freelance illustrator for Hallmark, paint in the details of
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her intricate drawings. Linda’s work has appeared in
The NewYorker, Time Magazine, and the Wall Street
Journal. She is also the writer and illustrator of the
“Pepper the Dog” series, which won the National
Parenting Publication Award. Linda and her family now
live in southern Wisconsin . . . where the moon shines
down on them, one and all. The Story Behind the Lost
Manuscript . . . The Moon Shines Down from
MARGARET WISE BROWN, the Author of Goodnight
Moon The Moon Shines Down is being published for the
first time 56 years after the death of the beloved
children’s author Margaret Wise Brown. Amazingly, this
unpublished manuscript lay incomplete and forgotten in a
cedar trunk in a Vermont barn. When it was discovered,
the onionskin paper had yellowed and the paperclips that
held the pages together had rusted. Children’s book
publisher, Laura Minchew, a longtime fan of Brown, took
on the challenge to complete the work. Based on the
New England Sampler prayer, “God Bless the Moon and
God Bless Me,” this soon-to-be bedtime classic is a
prayer for God’s blessing on all the world’s children.
A boy and the moon share a walk through his
neighborhood.
From the bestselling author of BEE SEASON, a
memorable book for children. Every night, when the
moon comes out, an old woman sits and fishes with rod,
reel and...a mouse? Whoever heard of such silliness?
No one else would fish in the dark! But the Fisherwoman
knows what she's doing, and everyone else will soon find
out. A book that explores the unlikely friendship between
a salty old woman and the sweetest man in the night sky,
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CATCHING THE MOON shows the unexpected
pleasures to be found when people come together.
“This rich volume is a national treasure.” —Kirkus
Reviews (starred review) “Captivating, informative, and
inspiring…Easy to follow and hard to put down.” —School
Library Journal (starred review) The inspiring
autobiography of NASA mathematician Katherine
Johnson, who helped launch Apollo 11. As a young girl,
Katherine Johnson showed an exceptional aptitude for
math. In school she quickly skipped ahead several
grades and was soon studying complex equations with
the support of a professor who saw great promise in her.
But ability and opportunity did not always go hand in
hand. As an African American and a girl growing up in an
era of brutal racism and sexism, Katherine faced daily
challenges. Still, she lived her life with her father’s
words in mind: “You are no better than anyone else, and
nobody else is better than you.” In the early 1950s,
Katherine was thrilled to join the organization that would
become NASA. She worked on many of NASA’s biggest
projects including the Apollo 11 mission that landed the
first men on the moon. Katherine Johnson’s story was
made famous in the bestselling book and Oscarnominated film Hidden Figures. Now in Reaching for the
Moon she tells her own story for the first time, in a lively
autobiography that will inspire young readers
everywhere.
The spirited story of Marcenia Lyle, the African American
girl who grew up to become “Toni Stone,” the first
woman to play for an all-male professional baseball
team.
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A magnificent tale of crackpot notions and sky-high
courage - from David Almond, the master of magical
realism, with illustrations by the award-winning Polly
Dunbar.
Sun and Moon are made for each other, and no other.
But what happens when they have to stay apart?

Winner of the 2017 Newbery Award The New York
Times Bestseller An Entertainment Weekly Best
Middle Grade Book of 2016 A New York Public
Library Best Book of 2016 A Chicago Public Library
Best Book of 2016 An Amazon Top 20 Best Book of
2016 A Publishers Weekly Best Book of 2016 A
School Library Journal Best Book of 2016 Named to
Kirkus Reviews’ Best Books of 2016 2017 Booklist
Youth Editors’ Choice Every year, the people of the
Protectorate leave a baby as an offering to the witch
who lives in the forest. They hope this sacrifice will
keep her from terrorizing their town. But the witch in
the Forest, Xan, is kind. She shares her home with a
wise Swamp Monster and a Perfectly Tiny Dragon.
Xan rescues the children and delivers them to
welcoming families on the other side of the forest,
nourishing the babies with starlight on the journey.
One year, Xan accidentally feeds a baby moonlight
instead of starlight, filling the ordinary child with
extraordinary magic. Xan decides she must raise this
girl, whom she calls Luna, as her own. As Luna’s
thirteenth birthday approaches, her magic begins to
emerge--with dangerous consequences. Meanwhile,
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a young man from the Protectorate is determined to
free his people by killing the witch. Deadly birds with
uncertain intentions flock nearby. A volcano, quiet for
centuries, rumbles just beneath the earth’s surface.
And the woman with the Tiger’s heart is on the
prowl . . .
In a book with foldout pages, Monica's father fulfills
her request for the moon by taking it down after it is
small enough to carry, but it continues to change in
size.
Mae and the moon love to play together. Their
favorite game is hide and seek. But when the moon
disappears one evening and cannot be found, Mae
wonders what happened and begins to worry.
Determined to find her glowing friend, Mae takes
matters into her own hands and sets off on a
wonderful and curious voyage through her
imagination. This charming book, beautifully
illustrated in soft moonlit hues, will capture the hearts
of moon gazers everywhere.
Carried by colorful balloons, Nico travels to the
moon, where he enjoys the kittens, food, and love
his parents send.
A child imagines going into outer space, catching the
moon, and taking it on an around-the-world
adventure.
Taking the first trip to the Moon since the Apollo
missions, Max the dog and his friend Tori help set up
the first colony on the Moon.
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An up-to-date, clear and interesting introduction to
our magnificent moon from the the award-winning
author of science books for children. Shining light on
all kinds of fascinating facts about our moon, this
simple, introductory book includes information on
how the moon affects the oceans' tides, why the
same side of the moon always faces earth, why we
have eclipses, and more. This newly revised edition,
available in time for the 50th anniversary of the
moon landing, incorporates new, up-to-date
information based on recent discoveries, and
includes an updated map of the moon's surface.
Thoroughly vetted by an astrophysics expert, The
Moon Book is a perfect introduction lunar phases,
orbit, the history of space exploration, and more.
Using her signature combination of colorful, clear
illustrations and accessible text, Gail Gibbons
reinforces important vocabulary with simple
explanations, perfect for budding astronomers.
Legends about the moon, trivia, and facts about the
moon landing are also included.
Up on the moon lives a small little bunny, His name,
so they say, is Maribus Honey. Maribus is lonely and
doesn’t want to be all alone on the moon anymore.
He builds a ladder and climbs down to Earth, but
what will he find there? A picture book about new
experiences, making friends and letting go of your
fears. With a strong message of learning to talk
about your worries, this rhyming tale is sure to be a
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bedtime favourite. Includes a carrot cake recipe!
To Kill a Mockingbird meets One Crazy Summer in this
powerful, bittersweet debut about one girl's journey to
reconnect with her mother and learn the truth about her
father in the tumultuous times of the Jim Crow South.
"Timely, captivating, and lovely. So glad this book is in
the world." --Jacqueline Woodson, author of Brown Girl
Dreaming In the small town of Alcolu, South Carolina, in
1944, 12-year-old Ella spends her days fishing and
running around with her best friend Henry and cousin
Myrna. But life is not always so sunny for Ella, who gets
bullied for her light skin tone and whose mother is away
pursuing a jazz singer dream in Boston. So Ella is
ecstatic when her mother invites her to visit for
Christmas. Little does she expect the truths she will
discover about her mother, the father she never knew
and her family's most unlikely history. And after a lifechanging month, she returns South and is shocked by
the news that her schoolmate George has been arrested
for the murder of two local white girls. Bittersweet and
eye-opening, How High the Moon is a timeless novel
about a girl finding herself in a world all but determined
to hold her down.
In the great green room, tucked away in bed, is a little
bunny. "Goodnight room goodnight moon" Goodnight
Moon is one of the most enduring and beloved children's
books of all time. This classic of modern children's
literature is read and reread to countless children every
night worldwide. Goodnight Moon, The Runaway Bunny,
and My World together form a wonderful trio of books for
any child about to embark on a lifelong love of reading.
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Take any child Over the Moon.
In the first book of a multibook series, find out how a
round, jolly baby became the great white hope of the
Milky Way—and ringleader of the Guardians of
Childhood. Up there in the sky. Don’t you see him? No,
not the moon. The Man in the Moon. He wasn’t always a
man. Nor was he always on the moon. He was once a
child. Like you. Until a battle, a shooting star, and a lost
balloon sent him on a quest. Meet the very first guardian
of childhood. MiM, the Man in the Moon.
A 1971 Newbery Honor Book The Navajo tribe's forced
march from their homeland to Fort Sumner by white
soldiers and settlers is dramatically and courageously
told by young Bright Morning.
The Girl Who Tried to Catch the Moon was first written
by Ashby at the age of four. Over the years, she would
take the original and revise it to fix innocent spelling and
grammatical errors. The book's essential themes;
willingness to dream big, persistence, and imagination
are traits she believes to be relevant to anyone, no
matter their age.
Prince Hal is upset – he wants the moon. So the King
and Queen send their servants, Grim and Crumb, out to
catch the moon for him, with hilarious consequences.
This charming story by award-winning author Mal Peat
and Elspeth Graham is illustrated by Xiao Xin. •
Blue/Band 4 books offer longer, repeated patterns with
sequential events and integrated literary and natural
language. • Text type: A simple story with a familiar
setting • Children can recap the main stages of the story
on pages 14–15, providing lots of speaking and listening
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opportunities. • Curriculum links: Knowledge and
Understanding of the world
Catching the MoonThe Story of a Young Girl's Baseball
Dream
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